To:

Dr. R G Graham, DC

Date: Summer, 2010

I wanted to let you know about a miracle that happened at my house this summer. I came
home to Colorado from Texas where we spent the winter months. While we were away,
our caretaker had decided that she wanted to have fresh eggs and that meant housing a
couple of chickens.
We had chickens in TX, so we brought a rooster and hen with us for her. That meant I
needed a chicken house for shelter, so I decided to ad an addition to a tool shed in my
yard. Even though I am in my mid-eighties, it would be simple a simple project and I
could easily care for the chickens once I had it finished.
I had plenty of scrap lumber around my place, so I decided to use as much of that as I
could. Everything went well until I decided to put my ladder up to work on the roof. I
didn’t realize the dirt it was on was unstable and dipped slightly to the side. How it
happened, I don’t know, but as I was on the ladder leaning against the wall, I felt it slip
out. I guess I tried to catch the roof to stop my fall and the area I grabbed ripped open my
upper arm.
We asked the neighbors to take us to the nearest emergency room. The rip in my arm was
bleeding pretty fast, but I didn’t feel like I had any other issues. The staff at the ER
decided to keep me there for awhile to be sue I didn’t have a concussion, but they also
discovered that the rip in my arm had severed some small blood vessels that required
surgery.
I came home from the ER with a swollen arm, a big white bandage and instructions to
‘take it easy’. I didn’t think I should have to wait to go home, but I can tell you that the
arm just burned and ached. My neighbor had a LazrPulsr and she came twice a day to use
it on my arm. It started to heal so fast that my surgeon and PCP said that they’d never
seen such rapid recovery.
I want to thank you for this wonderful machine. It clearly helps in miraculous healing. I
can’t even see the scar, it’s so well healed. My neighbor said that is at least half the secret
behind using this incredible light. My grandchildren wanted to see the injury and now it
is so well healed it’s hard to even see it!
JB – Franktown, CO

